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Welcome back to another exciting edition of the HRCSD 
Instructional Newsletter!   

 

K-12 Math Curriculum Renewal Work Update 
 

The K-12 Math Curriculum Renewal Committee has been working hard this 

year to learn about effective math instructional strategies and math 

curriculum.   Here are the participating members. 

 

CLS MSES MVES PDES WSES 

•Derek 

Gries 

•Calli Zuercher 

•Katherine 

Jacobson 

•Denise Long 

•Lyn Cimock 

 

•Rosie Wiley 

•Shannon Monroe 

•Mara Rappleyea 

•Gus Hedberg 

•Angela Sperry  

•Beth Hoezee 

•Jackie Adair 

•Bill Newton 

 

HRMS WYMS HRVHS 

•Adam Smith 

•Annemarie Untalan 

•Joe Dolan 

•Candace Carver 

•Brent Emmons 

•Barbara Hoikka 

•Susan Arechaga 

•Shayla Moline 

•Jacqueline Roeske 

•Jackie Slevan 

•Jeanette Whitesides 

•Nate Parson 

 

The committee has reviewed the state ratings (evaluation done this summer 

by real teachers, like our own Annemarie Untalan and Jacqueline Roeske, 

using the Oregon state materials rubric), previewed materials presented by 

publishers, and are now piloting the top two programs from our list. 

 

At K-8, the team is piloting Go Math! and iReady Math.  The publishers have 

limited the number of logins we can use to pilot.  Since many of you work so 

closely as a team, you may be shadowing activities if your team has a piloting 



teacher.  Here are websites for the programs, if you are interested in looking 

more closely.   

Go Math! (K-8)  http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/elementary-
mathematics/go-math-k-8) 

iReady Math (K-8) http://www.curriculumassociates.com/products/ready-common-core-
mathematics.aspx 

 

At 9-12, the team is piloting Houghton Mifflin’s Algebra, Geometry, Algebra 2 

series and the Big Ideas Integrated and regular AGA series. 

HMH AGA (9-12)  http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/secondary-
mathematics/hmh-algebra-1-geometry-algebra-2 

Big Ideas (9-12) http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/secondary-
mathematics/big-ideas-math 

 

If you would actually like demo logins, let me know.  I also have samples of 

these programs at Coe if you would like to schedule a time to come and 

preview as well. 

 

The pilots should wrap up by April, and the team will make a 

recommendation for the programs to purchase. 

 

To follow all of the work of the Math Curriculum Renewal Committee, go to 

http://www.hoodriver.k12.or.us/Page/7081 

(You have to login to the district webpage-first.lastname, pw:last name + last 4 

SS) 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know. 

 

Jane Osborne 

HRCSD K-12 Math Coach 

jane.osborne@hoodriver.k12.or.us 

 

 

Research Skills and Metaphors 
  
My wife and I are big fans and supporters of the public library.  We wouldn’t be able to go on 

living in harmony without the place.  To us it is like grocery shopping for our minds and souls.  
Information at times can be as good as whip cream with a Queen Anne cherry on top, while at other 
times you seem to be trudging through aunties goulash, counting the spoonfuls with the bottom of the 
bowl nowhere in sight.  I sometimes feel this way while reading informational texts, the title looks good, 
the cover looks sharp and I want to know more about the topic, but the language is dry, the ideas are 
redundant and I can’t make it passed page 12, so I glance at the index, find a chapter that might get me 
to where I need to go and start to skim until I find something that stops me.  When this doesn’t work, I 
put the book down and try again with my stack of books or pick up a cookbook and learn the proper 
way to fold croissant dough, braise a roast, or make a raw vegan chocolate cake.   

http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/elementary-mathematics/go-math-k-8
http://www.hmhco.com/shop/education-curriculum/math/elementary-mathematics/go-math-k-8
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There is so much information out there, how do we weed through it to find the cream and sugar?  

We stay persistent; we become adaptable; and flexible and we have an out when we need one.  For me, 
it’s a cook book and a messy kitchen; for you _______________________________.   Teaching kids how to be good 
researchers is a hard task, one that takes passionate dedication, solid mentoring and a passionate 
research topic that has personal meaning to you the researcher.  The more you empower students with 
student directed learning, the further they soar, the more they will read, the greater their questioning 
skills will grow, and when they hit a wall, letting them know that it ok to procrastinate with another 
engaging activity is ok.  It will give them the strength to move on. 

   
 Today’s research techniques are not those of the past.  They are not full of Boolean search 
queries and call numbers in the stacks.  They have surpassed this with the internet and social media, 
blogs and online newspapers from around the world.  We have to move with this trend and engage in 
the current while knowing how to pull from the past. 
 
        So with this in mind let me hand it over to fabulous Library Girl and her words of wisdom: 

  
“Perhaps the most important thing we can do for our student researchers is to engage them in 
activities in which they: a) they gather information ONLY to solve real and meaningful problems; b) 
are motivated to question the validity of both the information they find AND the tools that helped 
them find it and; c) use that information to create new resources of their own.” 

 
The following are recommendations for teaching research in the information age and to move 

beyond old habits and adapt those new ones that keep you young.  Thanks Library Girl for the following 
information. 

 
1 Using a web tool or app to take notes is still just taking notes.  How we have students gather 

information cannot be the only thing that changes about the research process. Given how easy it 
is to locate information, we have to move our students from simply being hunter/gatherers to 
being evaluators/creators.  Plus, let’s face it, finding the required number of sources is easy work 
and I’ve yet to meet a student who was motivated by tasks that require little or nothing of them. 
Even though kids claim to want easy assignments, they really hunger for meaningful work and 
finding 5 sources of information about your home state, favorite animal or 21st President is NOT 
meaningful work. 

2 It's okay to use Wikipedia as a source.  Wikis, blogs, tumblrs, you tube, and other crowdsourced 
resources are not only legitimate sources of information, sometimes they are the BEST sources 
of information.  We’ve got to stop banning students from using these resources.  Rather, we need 
to teach them HOW to use them.  What's more, if WE don’t know how to use them ourselves, it’s 
(long past) time to learn.  

3 Requiring “at least one print resource” is stupid.  Really.  Unless you have a legitimate learning 
outcome that can only be achieved by requiring a print resource then, essentially, you are 
requiring students to use/cite at least one out of date source of information.  Even the best 
funded, most thoroughly weeded and skillfully cultivated library collection is full of nonfiction 
resources that are, for the most part, out of date by the time they reach the shelves.  We need to 
think about WHY we require print resources and then only require them if doing so enhances 
learning.  Note: knowing how to cite a print resources does not enhance learning.  Which brings 
me to…  

4 Writing a citation is not a life skill.  I really don’t care if today’s learners know how to write the 
perfect works cited page or artfully craft footnotes and endnotes in MLA style.  There are 
countless tools out there that, with just a few clicks, can do that (non brain stimulating) work for 
them.  What I do care about is creating a culture in which tomorrow’s leaders see sharing their 
work and giving credit to others who also share as an essential part of the creative process.  We 

http://www.librarygirl.net/
http://www.easybib.com/


need to quit docking our students a letter grade for not including a bibliography and instead 
empower students to license their own creations and make attribution a natural and essential 
part of the creative process.  

 
Our students need to know how to evaluate more than just the source itself. The “smarter” 

search engines become, the more “customized” their results – which means the fewer points of view we, 
as info consumers, are exposed to. Today’s learners need to understand how search engines work, how 
the results can be skewed and how our own biases have the potential to impact the results we’re given.  
This is hugely important - not just for them, but for us. 

 
Matthew Gerlick 
District Librarian 
 

 

Hood River Academy through Collaboration Grant Funds 
 
Hood River Academy has some wonderful classes coming up around math, behavior, handwriting and 
ELL instruction, but there are other amazing opportunities for learning and compensation this year too! 

 Gain time to work with your PLC team. 
 Gain time to work with cross-discipline/grade-level teams. 
 Gain time to observe a colleague. 
 Independent study a book, topic, or interest area of teaching. 
 Share your knowledge and expertise by teaching a class. 

You register to use your PDOs here… 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fN0XxDqS4e1JdAmhf74roF8gHzjwOWgn7-
Ctn1wy1EQ/edit?usp=sharing 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://creativecommons.org/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fN0XxDqS4e1JdAmhf74roF8gHzjwOWgn7-Ctn1wy1EQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fN0XxDqS4e1JdAmhf74roF8gHzjwOWgn7-Ctn1wy1EQ/edit?usp=sharing


Encouraging Positive Behavior: Establishing Classroom Expectations 
 

One of the first steps to supporting and encouraging positive behavior is defining what that behavior 

looks like.  While the school year is nearly half way over (!), it’s never too late to create or revisit your 

classroom expectations.  We all perform better when we know the expectations.  Don’t forget to post 

and teach them!   
 

Establishing Classroom Rules and Expectations 

• Define and teach 3-5 expectations for your classroom 

• Positively stated expectations 

• Easy to remember 

• Posted in the classroom 

• Consistent with School-wide Rules & Expectations 
 (Source:  Northwest PBIS Network, Tier 1 Year 2 Day 1 Powerpoint Presentation) 

Teaching Rules & Expectations 

• State in concrete terms 

• Tell students WHY 

• Provide examples and non-examples of rule following 

• Provide examples via demonstration 

• Actively involve students in the lesson 

• Provide opportunities to practice 

Rules vs. Expectations 

Expectations 

• Broad social ideas and 

constructs 

• Conceptual 

• Subjective 

• Frequently used as “rules” 

• Kindness, Respect, Responsibility 

Resources 

http://www.nea.org/tools/establishing-classroom-rules.html 
Links to professional development modules, recommended reading, lessons & activities 

 

 
Misslakerdas.weebly.com 

Rules 

• Specific, observable behaviors 

• Clearly defined 

• Bring principles to life 

• Wait your turn to speak, use appropriate 

language, complete your work 
 

http://www.nea.org/tools/establishing-classroom-rules.html
http://misslakerdas.weebly.com/


 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



AVID results are staggering! I don’t know if you saw that statistic up on the previous page, 

but 99% of AVID students graduate from high school! This is one of the many reasons why HRCSD is 
continuing to expand its support and AVID offerings.  

 
 

AVID - Advancement Via Individual Determination 

 Teaches skills and behaviors for academic success 

 Provides intensive support with tutorials and strong student/teacher relationships 

 Creates a positive peer group for students 

 Develops a sense of hope for personal achievement gained through hard work and determination 

 
 

 

Garrett Apland 
AVID District Director  
Hood River County School District  
(541) 387-5704 
 

Click here! 
http://bcove.me/64pgjyba 

http://bcove.me/64pgjyba
http://bcove.me/64pgjyba

